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Delivery of the Paris Agreement and the Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) requires
investment in green, low-carbon and climate-resilient (LCR) infrastructure at volumes well above current
levels, estimated at around USD 3.4–4.4 trillion globally per year. The latest figures from the OECD
Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth report (OECD, 2017a) suggest that global annual investment of
around USD 6.9 trillion over the period 2016 to 2030 may be necessary to put emissions on a pathway in
line with a 2°C scenario. The significant investment volumes required to deliver these national lowcarbon NDCs means urgent progress is needed to design, develop and deliver effective pipelines of
green infrastructure projects. Indeed, project pipelines are often recommended as a way forward,
particularly pipelines of bankable projects, but little work has been done to investigate how
governments could/should design such pipelines and what good practices exist.
This panel highlights initial findings from a new OECD report on the topic, notably: what pipelines mean
to the various actors involved, what characteristics can be used to evaluate them, what emerging good
practices can be taken from existing approaches, and what needs to happen now to build pipelines in
support of the NDCs. The panel discussion brings together experts from public and private spheres and
to inform on the potential need to move away from project-by-project approaches to infrastructure
investment towards a broader more holistic view that utilises policy tools like prioritisation of important
projects, preparation facilities to help bring projects to a ‘bankable’ status, infrastructure hubs or
champions, and catalytic funding.
Initial analysis from the OECD (introduced in opening remarks) suggests that the following may be
important: having a clear leader/champion to centralise coordination and manage the process (e.g. an
infrastructure hub), strong enabling environment (e.g. policies aligned across the economy including
financial support where necessary), encouraging private sector buy-in and the effective use of catalytic
funds, transparency of the process, prioritisation mechanisms to fast track projects of the ‘highest value’
(e.g. determined in an unbiased way), and/or an initiative (e.g. if a valued project requires additional
technical expertise or other support). It is important to better understand what needs to happen now in
order for these pipelines to support the NDCs, allowing for increased ambitions but avoiding
unsustainable infrastructure lock-in and stranded assets.
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